We can recognize rapidly and effortlessly complex visual scenes. Such amazing ability in visual recognition needs the effective processing of visual information along the multiple stages of visual pathways. Neurophysiological experiments have provided evidence for a "simple-to-complex" processing model based on a hierarchy of increasing complex image features. It has been also shown that inferior temporal (IT) cortex is shape-selective [1, 2] . However, little is known about how the information about a whole object and its parts are represented in IT cortex.
We can recognize rapidly and effortlessly complex visual scenes. Such amazing ability in visual recognition needs the effective processing of visual information along the multiple stages of visual pathways. Neurophysiological experiments have provided evidence for a "simple-to-complex" processing model based on a hierarchy of increasing complex image features. It has been also shown that inferior temporal (IT) cortex is shape-selective [1, 2] . However, little is known about how the information about a whole object and its parts are represented in IT cortex.
Recent experiments have reported dynamic responses of IT neurons in face perception. Hirabayashi and Miyashita [3] demonstrated that the IT neurons exhibited different responses in spike synchronicity for face and non-face images. Sugase et al. [4] found that single IT neurons conveyed two different scales of facial information in their firing patterns, starting at different latencies. However, it is poorly understood the neural mechanism underlying the dynamic properties of IT neurons in face perception. To address this issue, we present a functional model of IT cortex, which performs face perception via an interaction between three IT layers and face recognition layer (FRL).
The model was based on the face information that is processed by three resolution maps in early visual areas. The network model of IT consists of four kinds of networks, in which the information about a whole face is combined with the information about its face parts and arrangement. The neurons of IT layers and FRL were modeled with Hodgkin-Huxley model. The synaptic connections between the four layers were made based on Hebbian learning.
We demonstrated that the spike synchrony, induced by the learning due to coincident spiking, was needed to make the functional connections between the IT layers and FRL. After the learning, the information about face parts and the whole face were combined by the synchronous firing of the IT neurons. Furthermore, "global-to-local" processing of face information could be mediated by the top-down signal between three IT layers and FRL. These results were consistent with the experiment results of the previous studies [3, 4] . The present study provides an insight into understanding the mechanism of how the information about a whole face and its parts are processed in the IT cortex.
We presented a model of IT cortex and investigated the neural mechanism underlying the dynamic properties of IT neurons in face perception.
